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3Abstract.
The present work deals with trace formulas for a half-line Schrodinger op­
erator with long-range potentials. These formulas relate the potential with 
some scattering data. We generalize some relevant results by Buslaev, Fad- 
deev, Gesztesy, Holden, Simon, and others to the case of square integrable 
potentials. The relation between the number of the trace formulas and the 
number of integrable derivatives of the potential is also given.
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5Preface.
We study a one-dimensional half-line case with minimal restrictions on the 
potential. The main interest is in proving so called Buslaev-Faddeev trace 
formulas. The number of the trace formulas for a given number of integrable 
derivatives of the potential has been found. Unfortunately, even in such 
simplified case as a one dimensional problem, only partial results have been 
obtained. We have discovered only sufficient conditions for trace formulas. 
This work is an attempt to improve the results of F.Gesztesy, H.Holden and 
others.
Section 3 contains a proof of the well-known fact of the existence of the 
solution to a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation with WKB-type asymp­
totics for the square integrable potential possessing integrable first derivative. 
The main result of the section is an iterative representation of the solution.
Section 4 contains calculations showing the number of terms of the 
asymptotic representation of the solution at the origin for large energies that 
can be written if additionally we assume the existence and integrability of 
N  derivatives of the potential. Here we used the results from the previous 
section.
Section 5 contains a description of the spectral shift function. This 
function always appears when one is dealing with the trace formulas. Defi­
nitions, basic properties and relevance to the subject are given in this section.
6Section 6 contains a proof of the main theorem which states the neces­
sary conditions on the potential to write certain number of Buslaev-Faddeev 
trace formulas. Also, for the convenience of the reader we provide several 
first trace formulas with explicitly written coefficient.
71 Introduction.
The study of the Schrodinger operator has a long and rich history [18]. The
can be considered as the basic object of quantum mechanics. Its solution 
completely describes a system at all times; that is why it is so important to 
be able to analyze and solve the Schrodinger equation. Unfortunately, this 
partial differential equation includes dependence on space and time, makes
(1) difficult even for a numerical solution and extremely complicated to ex­
amine analytically. Usual methods in such cases are spectral analysis of 
operators, perturbation theory, and asymptotic methods. But all of them 
are based on a comparison of properties (spectrum, asymptotics) of two ob­
jects (operators, solutions) that are closely related in some sense. One should 
expect preservation or slight changes in these properties.
Separation of (1) by =  e~lzt/hu(x) into time-dependent only and
spatial equations with further reduction of the spatial equation to one di­
mensional time-independent case (h =  1, m =  1/ 2) gives
support. In this simple case it is possible to find an infinite asymptotic series 
for the solution for large energies z:
time-dependent Schrodinger wave equation (A =  ^  ^  +  ... +  -j^?)
(1)
— u(x) +  q(x)u( (2)
which is easy to solve only for infinitely smooth potentials q(x) with compact
(3)
8where Q j(x) are integrals of the derivatives of the potential q (we leave this 
as an exercise). Physicists, however, are interested in singular, slowly de­
caying, or non-smooth potentials (e.g., Coulomb potential q(x) =  1/a; is 
non-integrable at zero and infinity). There is the question of determining 
the number of terms in the asymptotic representation (3) that can still be 
calculated if q6 L\has N  integrable derivatives [14]:
u(x) =  exp fi^zx) ]T  +  0 I /—-w+2 I > z -*  °°- (4)
j-o  v ?  ^  )
There is also the question of finding sufficient condition(s) (written in the 
simplest or the easiest to apply form) or necessary condition(s) (the most 
difficult and important problem) to write asymptotics like (4) for slowly 
decaying potentials (1,2, Lp for p >  2).
Next we talk about boundary conditions. We are considering WKB- 
type asymptotic behavior at infinity (see (8)). Such a choice is reasonable 
since limit values are the easiest to obtain in experiments and more natural 
for experimental physics. We prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution to (2) in L2 for square integrable potentials with integrable first 
derivative, but this fact is not new. Very similar questions arise in the discrete 
case. There is a well-known class of Jacobi matrices (discrete string operator) 
where, again, WKB asymptotics appears (see e.g. [1]).
There are many papers devoted to the trace formulas. We would like to 
highlight important stages in this field. First, the formulas appeared in the 
paper by Gel’fand and Levitan in 1953, where the authors obtained some 
identities for the eigenvalues of a regular Sturm-Liouville operator. These
9formulas relate the spectrum of an operator to certain characteristics of the 
operator called trace formulas. A detailed account of trace formulas on finite 
intervals can be foimd in Dikii’s paper [6]. In 1957 Faddeev considered the 
case of singular Sturm-Liouville operator which full description were obtained 
in the paper [3] by Buslaev and Faddeev in 1960 for short-range potentials q 
(i.e. existence of the first moment of q) with, in addition, q' to be continuous 
and q' has a finite limit as x tends to infinity. Namely, the first trace formula 
is:
m 2 r°° f 1 f°° \ 1
“  £  Ai + “  J0t W ) ~ 2t  Jo dt =  - - ? ( 0), (5)
j = i
where {A^} are eigenvalues of the Schrodinger operator H  =  —A +  q(x) in 
Z/2 with the potential q. The function 9 is the limiting phase and is related 
to the Krein’s spectral shift function £ by £(t) =  n~1d(\/i).
Then, in 1994 Gesztesy and Holden proved the trace formulas for L\ 
potentials in [7]. Later, in 1999 Rybkin in [13] found necessary and sufficient 
conditions in terms of Fourier transformation of the potential for convergence 
of the first trace formula. He also considered the case of long-range potentials 
in 1999 in [15] where Rybkin obtained the first trace formula for L2 potentials. 
He required four derivatives of the potential to exist. The present paper is 
an attempt to combine all these results together and improve the methods 
for the L2 class of potentials (so-called long-range potentials) with minimal 
number of integrable derivatives. The integral in (5) can be viewed as a 
regularization of the first moment of the limiting phase 6 . In our case of Z,2 
potential the integral is divergent. We have found another regularization of 
the first trace formula (first moment) as well as of trace formulas of higher
RASMUSON LIBRARY
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order (higher moments).
Our approach is based on the combination of methods of different au­
thors. First, following Rybkin, we represent the solution to (2) as a series of 
functions (see (21)), and then using this representation to find asymptotics 
over the set of j-d=j j  (see (22)). In order to use Buslaev-Faddeev trace 
formulas we consider qn, a smooth cutoff of the potential q. The new po­
tential has compact support that makes it possible to write trace formulas 
for qn. The last step is to take the limit when the place of cutoff n tends to 
infinity (see (35), (36)).
Trace formulas are applied in inverse problem analysis. They do not allow 
to restore u n k nown potential by known scattering data. Trace formulas are 
more like conditions on unknown potential which can test a potential by 
plugging in the trace relations and either reject or accept it. More information 
known about the potential a priori more trace formulas can be written. Thus, 
it is easier to test potentials. Another application of the trace formulas 
was found by Deift and Killip [5]. They investigated absolutely continuous 
spectrum of the perturbed operator under perturbation by L2 potentials (in 
continuous and discrete cases).
It is amazing that trace formulas are invariants of the well-known Korteweg- 
de Vriez equation (KdV invariants). KdV equation arose in an approximate 
theory of hydrodynamic waves and has the following form
Vt -  6 VVX +  yxiI =  0, V{x, 0) =  V {x) —qx|-,oo 0. (6)
Then the initial value V (x) can be viewed as the potential at the Schrodinger
11
equation
+  V(x)ip =
Trace formulas relate the potential V ( ) and some scattering data (the re­
flection coefficient, eigenvalues) which have simple correspondence with the 
scattering data for V ( x ,  t). The main conclusion is that the KdV equation is 
a completely integrable Hamiltonian system and the mapping variable V  into 
the scattering data plays role of a transformation into canonical variables of 
the type involving angle and action variables ([7], [10]).
Recently, Simon and Zlatos [19] found an unexpected application of trace 
formulas to some open questions about orthogonal polynomials. A set of 
orthogonal polynomials corresponds to a Jacobi matrix. Discrete analog of 
trace formulas (sum rules) provides extra information about the orthogonal 
polynomials. This application is quite new. Promising also seems to be using 
trace formulas and the limiting phase as a replacement to the spectral shift 
function in the case of long-range potentials.
The author would like to thank his advisor A.V.Rybkin for initiating 
interest in these problems and for multiple discussions that took place during 
the course of the research. Without his help the work would not be complete.
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2 Notation.
Here we describe the notation used in the present paper: N  =  {1 ,2 ,3 ,...} , 
K + =  (0,oo), C+ =  {zG C  : Im z  >  0}, and C + =  (C +  u R )  \ {0}. All 
functions are assumed to be measurable and we denote the following func­
tional classes:
L p ( A )  '■ =  { /  : l l / l l p  =  J A  I / ( * ) | P  <  ° ° }  » 1  <  P  <  o o
Loo(A) :=  ( /  : ||/| |TO =  sup |/(a:)| <  o o l .
f xeA )
These norms obey the Holder inequality:
\\fg\\r <  | | / | | p | | p | | 9 , w heref e  Lp, G Lq, and 1 =  1 /p+l/q .
And
W f(A ) :=  { /  : / ,  / ', . . . ,  / (p) € A )}  , 1 <  p oo.
Furthermore, all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable, and for a 
linear operator A  we denote as a (A) the spectrum of A, p(A) =  C\a(A) is 
the resolvent set, (A „(A )} are eigenvalues, Sfc(-A) =  Xk (V A*A j^ are singular 
numbers of A, and we denote the following ideals of compact operators:
Sp :=  | A : | A\\p =  SK A ) < o o j  , 1 <  p oo.
There are two important ideals: <Si or trace class, and S2 or Hilbert-Schmidt 
class. The following inequalities show relations between the usual operator 
norm | • | and Si, S2 norms:
W\\ < U h  <  ll^lli.
13
\ABU< IIAIHlBlh, 
| | A B | | 2 < | | A | | | | B | | 2 i
\\AB\U <  \
for suitable linear operators A, B (see, e.g. [11]).
Another fact provides a practical method for calculating the | • H2 norm if 
the linear operator is an integral operator:
If ( A f) (x ) =  JM K (x ,y )f(y )d y  then A is Hilbert-Schmidt if and only if € 
L2(M  x M ) and
||A||!=/ \K(x,y ) \ 2
J  M x M
Also, we need to be able to asymptotically compare functions: 
f ( x )  =  0 (g (x )),x  —> a (—00 <  a <00) if
f ( x )lim
x —*a g(x)
= C, where 0 <
f ( x )  — o (g (x )),x  —> a (—00 <  00) if
f ( x )lim
9(x )
=  0
For a function /  there is an asym ptotic representation (or just asym p­
totics) over som e collection  o f  functions {^ (a : ) } ^ 1 in one of the fol­
lowing forms (the first one requires a little more work):
N
f ( x ) = 5 2 cjV’A x ) +  0 ( i(x )), as x ->  a,
j = i
or
N
f ( x )  =  Y^CjVjix) +  a,
j = 1
14
where V j  ipj+i(x) =  o(ipj(x)), as x —> a.
Then the last term 0(ipN+i(x))(o(<pw(x))) is called the error of the asymp­
totics. The number of required terms depends on the specific problem.
In fact, if f n(x) =  E jLi Cj(n)<Pj(x ) +  f {x )  =  E jLi +
o((p n (x)) are asymptotic representations of the functions / n, as x —> 
and lim ^oo f n(x) =  / (x ) ,  then it is easy to show that
Jim Cj{n) =  Vj.
The asymptotics of the limit function is the asymptotics where each coeffi­
cient, is the limit of old coefficients.
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3 The W KB asymptotics.
This section is about the existence, uniqueness and a right representation of 
the solution to a one dimensional Schrodinger equation with suitable asymp­
totic behavior at infinity as a boundary condition.
Consider a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation with boundary condition
at x =  0, (a; 6 R+)
—u" +  q(x)u — ,
u(0) =  1
According to Weyl theory [12] the equation (7) has imique solution in for 
a wide class of potentials. In particular, if q is locally integrable then the 
solution to (7) ip(x, z) (Weyl solution) is square integrable for all z € C+. 
We will show that the condition u(0) =  1 can be replaced by fixing the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution for large x. Namely, we will prove the 
following well-known fact (see, e.g. [4]):
T heorem  1 If q G Li(R+), q' G L\(R+) the problem
—u" +  q[x)u -- zu
Jim u(x,z) exp ixy/z — I  ^
has a unique solution Wz G C+ .
(8)
R em ark 1 Asymptotic behavior of the type exp (ixy/z +  fo 
called WKB type asymptotics. The part ’’ type” in the name can be un­
derstood if we assume for a second that q is integrable [16]. Let us con­
sider two solutions: exp (— ixy/z)and exp +  f f  q(s)ds^j. Since
16
l im ^ o o  Jq q(s)ds <0 0  it  follows that these two solution are essentially the
same up to a bounded phase factor.
P ro o f
The theorem itself is not new. The main result of the proof will be the 
recursive representation (21) that will be used throughout the paper.
It is usually difficult to find a simple model of the solution to (8) that carries 
a considerable part of the information about the solution. In our case there 
is a hint, namely the given asymptotics. For k =  \fz E C + let
Q(x, k) =  exp (ikx  +  ^7^  . (9)
We are going to construct the solution to (8) based on the function 0 . First, 
we would like to find an equation for 0  similar to (8). Differentiation with 
respect to x  shows that Q (x,k) satisfies
—Q"(x, k) +  [<7(0;) — qi(x, k) — fc2]0 (a;, k) =  0, (10)
where
(  n -  q1 q 2 ^  m i  
91 2 ik Ak2  ^ ^
Rewrite (8) in the form
—u"(x, k) +  [g(x) — qi(x, k) — k2]u(x, k) =  —qi(x, k)u(x, k) (12)
and note that (10) is the homogeneous equation for (12). Take 0(x, k) and 
0(x, k) Jq 0~2(s, k)ds as a set of fundamental solutions to (10). By variation 
of parameters, the Weyl solution xjj of (8) can be represented as
■0 (x ,  k) = 0 (x, k)j l  +  J  qi(s, k)Q(s, k) (^ Q~2( t , k ) d t ^ /ip(s,k)ds^ .
(13)
Setting y =  Q~lip and introducing the kernel
K (x, s, k) =  q i ( s , k) Q2(s, , (14)
and then equation (13) reads
POO
y(x ,k ) =  l +  K (x ,s ,k )y (s ,k )d s  — 1 +  (K y )(x ,k ). (15)
JX
This integral equation is Volterra-type and can be solved by iterations that 
are convergent, as we show below. The condition q' G L i ( R + ) implies (since 
q(x) =  q{0) +  Jq q'(t)dt) that q G Loo(R+). Also, it is clear that qi(-,k) G 
L i(R +), for all k G C+. We will show IK is a bounded linear operator from 
Loo to Loo. We need to estimate:
17
 ^ -5.
/  0  2(i, k)dt =  f
JX  JX
Integration by parts leads to
e 2lks ■ exp 1
ik [ q{z)d< Jo z I dt. (16)
Q~2(t,k) t= S
—2 ik t=X
+ 2( ’^ (17)
and integration by parts a second time leads to
0 “ 2(t, k)
—2 ik
t —S
+
q(t)Q (t,k)
t=X —Aik3
(18)
The last expression estimates by norms of q and q'\
J  0  2(t,k)dt i 3IMU + M !  , lkl|2
-  \k\ 4|fc|3 4|fc|4
(19)
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Using (14) the following can be derived:
r°°
\\K\\ =  sup ||K/||oo= SUP SUP K (x , s,
ll/ll=o=i ll/ll«=1xeR 0
Applying Holder’s inequality
/•oo r oo
<  sup sup \K(x, s,/c)| dsll/Hoo <  sup fc)|
||/||co=i ie ]g> •'° x6R  0ll/H-=i*eR
and using the estimate (19)
=  sup [  |?i(s,fc)| [  0  <  £ ] r 7-
x g R  J rJx
So, if |fc| > r max2<:7<6(15C!,-1^ ) >  0, then ||K|| < 1 and the error
term in
y (x ,k ) =  1 +  V  (K ml)(.-c,fc) +  (K rl+1y)(x, (20)
m= 1
can be evaluated through ||IK||:
IIK -^IU  < [|K |r l lly||co.
Prom (15) and the fact ||K|| < 1, we obtain ||y||oo < ( l  — ||R||) and
then
. - l
so ||K” +1v||
<||K |r+1 ( l  -  ||K||)
0 as 7i —► oo, if |fc| > r, and hence
y(x, k) — 1 +  ^ ) (K nl)(a;, k).
n = 1
(21)
19
This representation will be essential to this paper. Since u =  Qy the theorem 
is proved.
R em ark 2 Transformation (15) of the Schrodinger equation appears to be 
new.
R em ark 3 We represented the solution to (8)  in the form ip{x, k) =  0(:c, k)y(x, k) 
=  Q (x,k) ( l  +  (K "l)(a ;, k)').For further calculations we do not need
\f(x,k) for all x, but only as a function o f k. Since ip(0 ,k) =
0 (0, k)y(0 , k) =  y(0 ,k) and y(x ,k ) has a simpler form this determined our 
choice of y(x,k) as the main object of the paper.
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4 Some key asymptotics.
In this section we find the asymptotic representation of 0, k) and relate the 
number of exact terms with the smoothness of the potential q. We use the 
same idea as in [14], but our kernel K (x , k) has a more complex structure. 
The new kernel requires extensive calculations and careful analysis of each 
part. The main result of the section is formulated as follows:
Theorem  2 Let q £ L2(R+)> q' £ IT/v_:l(1R.+). Let ) =  ^(O, =
y (0 ,k ), where y (x ,k ) is a defined by (15). Then
N + 2/  i  \  __________
where { m j }  £ C are some constants.
R em ark 4 We do not compute exact expressions for the coefficients {nrij}. 
The uniqueness of the function M{k) allows us to use the results of Buslaev- 
Faddeev [3]. The lemma gives only the number of the coefficients that can 
be calculated with our conditions on the potential. So the fact is, if a square 
summable potential q has N  summable derivatives then we can calculate 2 
terms of the asymptotic representation of M (k) (we will use values of N +  2  
coefficients of the asymptotics of M [k) from [3]).
Below are two technical lemmas which we need for the repeated integra­
tion in (21).
Lem m a 1 Let q{x), f (x )  be functions such that q(x) £ Z/2(M+), q'{x) £ 
W/1m_1(R +), and / (  x )£ W1m(R +), for some >  and denote by D the
21
linear operator:
D== d q{x) 
dx ik
Then D >f(-,k) G V 1 < j  <  m.
P ro o f
We use that q G (see note to (15)) and apply induction.
Lem m a 2 Let G {x ,s ,k )  =  Q2 (s,k) f* Q~2(t, k)dt. € and f  is dif­
ferentiable, then the following formula holds:
roo  1 roo  1 rooJ G{x, s, k )f(s)d s  =  ~ 2ik Jx f(s)d
P ro o f
Performing integration by parts we find:
J  G (x,s, k ) f  (s)ds =  J  e2,fcs-exp { jk  J0q^ dy)  J
G (x,s, k )f(s )
2 ik ~ 2 k L ( G^X’s> k)f(s) + /(s) + > s> ds-
Cancelling the integrated terms, since , 0, G Li and G(x, •, G
Lqo, leads to the desired formula:
roo  1 roo  1 /*ooJ G (x ,s ,k )f(s )d s  =  f ( s '>d s ~ 2 i k j x G (x ,s ,k )D f(s ,k )d s .
“ '  ’  ’  '  (23)
The conditions /  6 it'-,1 (K +) is necessary for the existence of the integrals in 
(23).
s—>00
22
R em ark 5 Lemma 2 says that it is possible to perform integration by parts 
if the integrand has the special form with f  (E W f. Since
qi € W i~ l , by Lemma 1 , all Dq\,D 2q\, • • •, D N~lq± are from L\. Thus they 
can play the role of f  in Lemma 2. We can apply Lemma 1 times and
the last integral will still be convergent.
Let us prove Theorem 2.
P ro o f
Using the fact that M(k)  =  y(0, k) and formula (21) we can write down the 
object whose asymptotic representation as —» oo that we would like to find:
OO ^
M{k) = l  +  Y , ( K j l ) {0,k).
3=
By induction, the analysis can be done in 2 steps: full analysis of K l  and 
analysis of K nl.
Consider G (x ,s ,k ). Using (18) one can conclude:
G (x,s, k) =  0 2(s, k)
—2 ik
e - M ) - + o (  i
t= x
1 -e^,k)e-Hx,k)+ o (L
—2ik  \k3J
Applying Lemma 2 to the integral N — 1 times gives:
r°°
(K l ) (x , f c )=  G (x,s,k )q i(s,k )ds
JX
=  i d- i r +  7=2^r  + 0  G ^ )  ■
N
js£ ki( - 2  
Using (24) one arrives at:
23
(Ki)fe *) -  g  f  * )*
r ° 0 2 ( s ’  S : ) d ' ' ' , 9 ‘ ( s '  +  0  ( * * « )  '  ( 2 5 )
The first integral gives two terms with O-2 (see (26)). Consider the last 
integral
roo
j  Q2(s,k)DN~1qi(s,k)ds.
By Lemma 1, since D N~lqi(-,k)£ L\, the last integral is convergent. Per­
forming integration by parts, and using (11), this last integral equals
D^ N~l)q1(x)Q2(x, k) +  0 /J _ \  _  qf^(x)Q2{x,k)
—2 ik \k3 J(—2 3
Coming back to (25)
/T trt\/_  ,< dA x ) , wN+1( x)e~2(x,k)  1 \
(K l)(x , *0 =  E  — +  p ^ T  +  p v «  + °  •
2
(26)
For re =  0 (since ©~2(0, &) =  1):
fUTi \/rv ; \ dj, WiV+l+^ iV+l , A^T+2 + i^V+2 ,  ^1 \(Kl)(0,fc) = E p  +  p j i  + — p ^  + <27>
J—*
One can verify that if
OO
3=P0
with some integer n,po? P then
v
j=Po+2
24
Now the sum begins at p0 +  2. Two additional k come from the noting that 
in (27) the sum begins at 2 and the iterative relation between K ”  and K n+1 
is the following:
11 r°°
(K  1)(0, k ) =  K(0, k )(K n l)(s,
JO
M (k) =  i+ (K i) (o , ft)+ (K 2i ) (0, * )+ . - = i + E ^ + o  ( jx p r s  j  , * -> « > •
Thus
1
J'=2
We have obtained the asymptotics for real Thus this is true for all k 6 C+. 
This completes the proof.
R em ark 6 From Theorem 2 follows
ln W (i)  =  0 ( 2 j j ) ,  k -*  co.
This explains why in Lemma 4 Qi — 0
25
5 The Spectral shift function.
Here we introduce the spectral shift function. This function is not natural 
for the Schrodinger operator, but is important for physicists since it can 
be obtained from experiments. The spectral shift function is related to the 
scattering matrix and also to the limiting phase that is a part of the trace 
formulas [17].
Consider ( H, Hq) a pair of resolvent comparable operators (i.e., ( — z l)~ l —
(Ho — z l)~ l G iSi) for some complex 2. Then there exists (see [2]) a unique 
(up to an additive constant) real-valued function £(£;) such that is from 
Li (R ) and such that the Krein trace formula
tr{<p(H) -  <p(H0) } =  I 
J  R
holds for all ip from some suitable class. The function £(&) is called the spec­
tral shift function of the pair (H ,H q). For almost all k from the absolutely 
continuous spectrum of Ho, the function is related to the scattering 
matrix S(k)of (H ,H 0) by the Birman-Krein formula [12]:
det S(k) =  e~2ni^ k).
This formula is a generalization of the fact that £(A) =  7t- 10(\/A), where 9 
is the so-called limiting phase.
However, if the difference of resolvents is not from the trace class anymore, 
then all mentioned above facts are not true. One possible way to deal with 
such pairs of operators is to follow Koplienko [9] and introduce the regularized
26
spectral shift function rj satisfying the regularized trace formula:
<
t r U ( H 0 +  V )-< p {H Q) -
de
1\ = - [
0) II 0 f JR
and rf corresponds (plays the same role as) to £.
In [9] Koplienko proved the following fact:
If | <  (1 +  |x|)- “ _i with some a >  1/2 and j  — 0, 1, 2, then there exists 
the real-valued and boimded from above function summable over K  with 
the weight for any 7 > 1/2, and such that 7/ (A) =  7t-10(\/A) for
positive A.
Koplienko considers a smooth cutoff of the potential and uses two facts:
lim
n — >00
(q -  qn)(H 0 -  z l ) - 1 =  0
and
lim M Jk) =  M (k),Vk e  C+,
n —► 0 0  v
which we prove below in our conditions on the potential: q £ Z/2(K +), q' £
L 1(R +).
Lem m a 3 Let q£ L2 , q € L\, define qn
qn(x) =
q (x),x  £ [0,n] 
0,x £ [n +  l,oo )
and d3 qn {x)dxi < j  — 0,1 when £ [n, n +  1].
Let M(/c) =  u(0 ,k), where u (x,k) is the solution to the problem (8), and
Mn{k) =  « n(0, k) with un(x, k) to be a solution —y"-\-qn{x)y  — k2y, satisfying 
condition like (8 ). Then:
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1. lim Mn(k) =  M(k),W€ € + , \k\ > r.
2. lim
n —>oo
3. lim
n —»oo
( q - q J i H o - z i r ' W ^ O ,  € C\M. 
(g -  gn)(tfn -  z / ) _1 I =  0, z E C\R.
whCTC Ho — dx2 ’ ^ ndx2 ~ Qnipt) ■
P ro o f
1. Using the definition of M {k)
|M (k) -  Mn(k)| =  \u{0 , k) -  u0, =  |y(0, k) -  0, fc)l
and representation (21)
<  ^ | (K ? 1)(0,A;) -  (K £ l ) (0,fc)| +  |(KN+1y)(0,
3=1
breaking up the last term
< f ;  | (K j -  K j ) 1(0, k)| +  |(KN+1 -  I C +1) 1,(0, | +  |Kw+1fo -
3=1
and using trivial transformation of W  — we obtain:
N
=  £  
i=i
f ]C  KK (K  -  K „ )  R ’ - ’’-1 j  1(0, *)
+ E K I ( K -  K „ )  K " - '  y(0 ,k) +  \KN+\ y  -  yn)(0, k)
kP = l  /
Since the kernels of IK and K „  are proportional to gx then
I ( I K -  K n)f (x ,k )  =  J (K(x, 0.
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Applying argument e/3  (the last term is small because ||]K|| < 1):
\M(k)-  M„(k)\ = £  +  | +  | =  e , Ve > 0
Thus:
Hm Mn(k) =  M(k),  e  C +, \k\ >  r. (28)
The statement need not true for all k. We used ||K|| < 1 which is true for 
\k\ > r with some r (see note to (20)).
2. The second part can be proved by using the exact expression for the kernel 
of the resolvent of H0[15]:
(H0 -  A J )-7 (x , A) =  T7 v /  ( e ^ x+y) -  f(y)dy.iW \ JR+ v '
Direct integration gives:
( q - q J i H o - X I ) - 1
1 roO r o o _______ ___ ___ 2
=  p-T |? (x )  -  qn(x)I2 e ^ ( « + » )  _  eiVX\x-y\ dydx
A Jo Jo| |
Consider the inner integral
IJo 0iV \ (x+ y) _  e iVX\x-y\ dy.
Let a  =  Im\JA >  0 then
<  ^ e - 2 o + + » )  +  e - 2 o | — v l  + (29)
_  y ° °  ^e-2a(a:+y) _|_ e ~2oc\x-y\ _j_ ^e-a (i+ j/)e-Q|a:-j/|  ^ d y
breaking up into two integrals * .
=  J* ^g-2a(x+y) +  g—2a(x—y) +  4 e -2a*^  dy
+  (°° (e~2Q{x+y) +  e~M  +  4e“ 2ay) dy.
J X
Evaluating both integrals and estimating the result since ax  is positive and
m a x { 4 x e ~ 2ax) =  £  < J
=  -  f l  +  2e~2ax) +  4a:e_2QI < 
av ' a
Then the right-hand side of (29) can be estimated as
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Ilf? 112 oo 0-T7T I |<z(aO -  Qn{x)\ - d x  =  —  J=
3. Follows from the previous part and simple algebra:
{Hn-  zl)~\ -  (H0 -  z l ) - 1
= (Hn -  z i y \ H Q -  zI)(H 0 -  z l ) - 1 -  (Hn -  -  zI)(H 0 -  1
=  (Hn -  z I ) -\ H 0 -  Hn){H 0 -  ziy1 =  -  -
or
and then
{Ho -  ziy1 =  {Hn -  ziy + qn{H0 -  z i y 1)
-lN -1{q -  qn)(H n-  z i y 1 =\ ( q -  qn)(H 0 z V y ^ I  +  -  z i y 1)
<  |(J +  qn{H0 -  z / ) - 1) - 1! |{q -  qn){H 0 -
30
From z G C\M follows that z G p(Hn). Hence the first norm is finite and, 
by part 2 of this lemma, the second norm goes to zero.
The lemma is proven.
C orollary 1 Under assumption of the previous lemma
limn—>oo | ( H  -  z l ) - 1 -  (H n -  z l )  |2 =  0, G C\R
P ro o f
(H  -  zl)-  (Hn — z l)
<
- l (H  -  zI)~ l (Hn -  H )(H n -  z l) - l
(. H - z I y 1 (q -  qn)(H n -  z i y
By Lemma 3 the second norm goes to zero, and since z G p(H), the other 
norm is finite.
This corollary will be used to prove convergence of the trace formulas.
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6 Trace formulas.
This section contains the main results of the paper, particularly, (33) and
(34). They are the so-called Buslaev-Faddeev trace formulas. In the original 
paper by Buslaev-Faddeev [3] were used the function rj, the so-called limiting 
phase which is related to our function by the following:
with such a simple relation we can use all results from [3] with slight modifi­
cations. Such regularization of the fimction is needed in order for the first 
trace formula to exist. The main method we are applying is to consider a 
smooth cutoff of the potential at x =  n,which has compact support and for 
which all formulas are valid. The next step is taking the limit as n goes to 
infinity. We will show that the trace formulas still hold.
Lem m a 4 Let M (k) =  A(k)el9^  where ) =  \M(k)\. Suppose that for
x >  0 q G 1/2 and q' G WjN~l .Then the following formulas hold:
9our[k) — T]Buslaev—Fad.deev(k') q itfit (30)
1 r°°
Jo
J !  (2k  +
(31)
where
V0{z) =  0, V,(z) =  g0-1)(o) +  CZi Vm{t)q9-m- l\t)dt
nm — 1 •'O
32
and particularly:
roo
Qi =  0, Q2 =  9(0), Q3 — q'(0) +  q2(t)dt, Q4 =  ^(O) — 2 (0).
Jo
P ro o f
Follows from [3] and the uniqueness of 
T heorem  3 (Trace formulas)
Let M (k ) =  A(k)e10^  where A(k) =  \M(k)\. Suppose that for  0 G
and q' £ W f1" 1 then the following formulas are valid:
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3, we introduce qn(x) and corresponding 6n{k) 
and An(k). These functions are zero from =  +  1, and hence for them the
formulas (33) and (34) are valid due to [3].
We can take the limit in the formulas as n approaches infinity:
(33)
(34)
P ro o f
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(35)
l i m ( - i r f > f +1/2(n ) - l im  ^ ± 1  f V "  
n“"°° Jz1 n“*°° ?r «/0 .
Z2 lV+1 
In An(£) -  j ]  (2t)«  -Q a(w) dt
(36)
1. It follows from Lemma 3 that lim ^oo Qj(n) Qj, for all j .
2. It can be derived from [9] that rjn —» in Li with weight 7 > 1/2.
Hence in Li(0, a)sense with some positive a. Since =  r/(£) then £0(f) G
Li(0,a) and t6n{t) —> t9(t) in 1^(0, a) sense. Thus, to change the integral 
and the limit in (35) and (36) it is enough to show uniform boundness over 
(a, oo) with an integrable bound.
By (31) for all 2 <  /x <  (N  + l ) /2
t2n- m- 1 /_ iV + i
-  E  (3)5+1 O w - iM i(n) +  O f - j j
,t —» OO,
which is from Za(a, oo), with some positive a.
By (32) for all 2 < n <  N / 2
( -1  yt2fi m ( i y+iIn A(t) -  £  ,0^ 2j Qu (n)
f e  (2 i)
22/1+2^ 2Q2m+2(’T-) +  O
* OO,
34
which is from L\{a, oo), with some positive a.
By Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem, the limit and integral in 
(35) and (36) are interchangeable.
3. Consider Cas a contour around some interval [a, b], where 0 and
a, b are not points of the spectrum of , then
E  (A,(n) -  A,-)2 =
Aj(n),Aj €[a,6]
H~ -  H~
2 
2 ’
where H , Hn are spectral projections of H  and Hn corresponding to the 
interval [a, 6], where the spectra of H, are discrete, then
2
~ J c X(Rx( H ) - R x(Hn))dX
where we are estimating the integrand and applying Corollary 1. Finally, we 
obtain
E  (Aj(ro) — A, ) 2 <  C ||/Ja(H) — n j  112 o.
AJ( n ) ,A i e [a ,6 ]
This concludes
Jim E  (Ai ( " )  -  xi f  =  °. (37)
where, since [a, fe] does not contain 0, the sum is finite.
From Lieb-Thirring bounds [8] ^j)3^ 2 — ^Iklli <  oo, hence
E 4 < O O . (38)
Let q~(x) be the negative part of the potential, thus q -(x ) qn(x) for all x  G 
M.+ , then Xj<  Xj(n), where X j  are eigenvalues of the Schrodinger operator
with the potential q~{x). Since all eigenvalues are negative (A j )  > (A
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then 52j (Aj )  *s converSent by the same reasoning as for Aj mentioned 
above. This concludes that 52 j  j^ ( n )is convergent and there is a miiform 
bound:
(39)
2
Consider
X  (A?(n) “  A?)
\ j ( n ) , \ j £ [ a , b ]
<  £  (A , ( n ) - A , ) 2 +  2 £
X j  ( n ) , A j  €  [a,b] A j  ( n ) , A j  €  [a, 6]
^ X  (Ai(n) -  Ai )2 +  2../ X  (Ai)
Aj €[a,,6]
X  (A3'(n) ~  AJ')2-
A j( n ) ,A j€ [ a ,6 ]
Taking the limit as n goes to infinity (all three sums are finite) and using
(37) we conclude:
Um £  *?(») =  E  4  <4°)
A j(n )e [a ,6 ]
Then the sums over all eigenvalues represents as the sum of eigenvalues from 
[a, b] and the rest:
£ ( A » - A 2) =  £  ( A j ( n ) - A j ) +  £  (Aj(«) -  Af)
j  X j ( n ) 7X j ^ [ a yb] X j ( n ) yXj<£[a,b]
v— (Aj ( n) _ A i ) +  X !  Aj ( n) -  X  Aj- (41)
A j( n ) ,A je [ a ,b ]  A j ( n ) £ [ a ,6 ]  A j£ [a ,6 ]
The first term is small because of (40), and the second sum could be split up 
into two sums since each of them by (38), (39) is convergent and can be made 
small by the choice of the interval [a, 6]. Notice that by (39) we can choose 
EAJ(n)0[a,6] Aj ( n) to be small for all n with the same constant. Applying e/3  
argument, then (41) estimates by
s e e  w o
< 3 +  3 +  3 _ 6 ’ S > 0 '
36
Thus
*i™XAKn) = E Ai>
and the theorem is proved.
R em ark 7 Particularly:
roo -
Q i  =  0, Q2 =  9 (0 ), Qs — q '(0) +  ^  , =  g/;( 0) — 2g "(0).
for p =  1
w a r °
S ' 1* ; / . *(*)
Q3
(2t)a
dt Q 4
This formula is convergent if the potential q has the integrable first three 
derivatives (i.e. q E L ,^ q',q",q"' E Li).
00 „  ^ r°°
E A?7 - - /  *4 dt =  - Q S(2 (21)4
This formula requires additionally q^  E L\. 
Formally we could write one additional formula for both functions 9 and In A 
(as well as to write trace formulas for — but we would not be able to 
prove the convergence of the integrals (or series of negative eigenvalues).
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